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1,12,23 Heb. 1:1-3, Christ as the Glory of God Incarnate 

Almost all of the New Testament epistles were written in response to a concern.  

And the letters the Holy Spirit chose to include in the Bible would provide answers 

that would characterize the church far beyond the first century.  In other words, 

each generation would face similar dangers, and would need the same solutions. 

Hebrews may seem, at first, to be a technical book focusing on the distinctives 

between the Old and New Covenant.  There is definitely that in it, but as with all 

letters written in the New Testament, the author wrote with a burden as well as 

with a doctrinal purpose.     

His burden is simply this: he wants those he's writing to, to grow spiritually and to 

learn in personal experience what it means to "rest" in Christ.  There is definitely 

an inner rest provided for the people of God in the New Covenant - but most 

(including the audience of this letter) had not entered into that rest. 

We aren't talking about a rest from activity - those who serve Christ, like Paul, can 

be busy - we're talking about an inward rest of soul and spirit - about a calm at the 

center of the storm.  And in our age, a "storm"; or a frantic pace of life is a given.  

You might remember the lyrics of this song by Alabama; 

 "I'm in a hurry to get things done 

 I rush and rush until life's no fun 

 all I really have to do is live and die 

 but I'm in a hurry and don't know why.” 

In a sense I believe that Satan has greatly influenced our culture by making our 

society fast-paced and desperate.  It keeps us from quietly meditating on that 

which is eternal. 

So, as we go through this book, try to set aside the distractions of everyday life. 

Let’s lay a thematic foundation for this study by reading vs’s 1 & 2; 

“God, who at various times and in various ways spoke in time past to the 

fathers by the prophets, has in these last days spoken to us by His Son, 

whom He has appointed heir of all things, through whom also He made the 

worlds.” 

First, we need to see that a couple words in these verses are slightly different in 

the original.  “Various times” in vs. 1 should be “in many portions” – in other words 

“fragmentary” in “bits and pieces” in contrast to something complete.   
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F B Meyer puts it this way; 

No one prophet could speak out all the truth. Each was entrusted with one 

or two syllables in the mighty sentences of God's speech. At best the view 

caught of God, and given to men through the prophets, though true, was 

partial and limited. But in Jesus there is nothing of this piecemeal revelation. 

"In Him dwells all the fullness of the Godhead bodily." He has revealed the 

Father. Whosoever has seen him has seen God; and to hear his words is to 

get the full-orbed revelation of the Infinite. 

All of God’s revelation, from Genesis through Malachi, was progressive and 

continued to increase over time until the fullness of His revelation could come 

through the incarnation of Himself. 

And in vs. 2 the word “worlds” is “aeones” or “ages”.  It emphasizes that the Son of 

God sovereignly rules in history – all the ages of men and angels. 

So, here’s a paraphrase of these verses with the changes; 

God, Who in many portions and in a diversity of ways in the past, spoke 

through the prophets to the fathers, has, at this last time (this present aeon 

or age), spoken to us through His Son, Whom He has appointed, placed and 

established as the heir (by right of Sonship) of all things, through Him also 

He created all the ages. 

As we’re going to see, apparently the supremacy of Christ over literally “all things” 

was a reality the readers of Hebrews seem to have forgotten.  They had turned 

away from the complete speaking of God in Christ back to the “bits and pieces” 

speaking of the Old Testament prophets. 

As valuable as the writings of the prophets were, especially in the spiritual 

applications for us in the Church Age, the knowledge of God they were given was 

intentionally incomplete; something better was to come and that was the full and 

complete revelation of God in His Son. 

As we’ve seen in our study of the letters in Revelation, this would become a 

serious problem throughout the Church Age – there would be an ongoing work of 

the enemy to get the Church to accept that which is partial believing it was actually 

complete. 

One example is the letter to Sardis; 
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(Rev. 3:1-2) “‘These things says He who has the seven Spirits of God and the 

seven stars: ‘I know your works, that you have a name that you are alive, but 

you are dead. Be watchful, and strengthen the things which remain, that are 

ready to die, for I have not found your works perfect (lit. brought to fullness 

or complete) before God.” 

There is an emphasis in the original on the idea of ‘maturity’ vs. ‘infancy’ also. 

Wherever that which is ‘in part’ is called ‘complete’, we see the Lord identifying 

this condition as spiritual death, even though everyone who is committed to this 

‘partial’ Christianity is convinced they are spiritually alive. 

At first it may seem somewhat severe for the Lord to label a church like Sardis as 

“dead’, but not if you remember that the Lord will always provide the “full council 

of God” to any pastor willing to know the Lord’s purpose for His people.  For a 

pastor to remain “partial” in his instruction is not an issue of his being unable to 

give his people the complete teaching they need – as if the Lord has held out on 

him. 

From the Lord’s viewpoint (the One Who examines our hearts), this limitation is a 

deliberate choice on the part of the pastor to remain in the world of partial 

knowledge when he could go on to a full understanding of the Lord’s desire for the 

church. 

The first two verses of Hebrews not only lay a thematic foundation, but they also 

immediately address this issue of partial vs. complete.  So, as we go through the 

book, always have this in the back of your mind and it will help with the 

interpretation of several of the difficult passages we’re going to see.  The issue in 

Hebrews isn’t ‘lost’ vs. ‘saved’, but ‘infancy’ vs. ‘maturity’ – and the implications of 

both. 

In moving from the Old Covenant to the New Covenant, it was necessary to have 

an event in history that divided the Old from the New and one that explained the 

reason for this transition. 

The crisis, of course, was the coming of the Son of God to earth to bring the full 

revelation of God to Man, but the Cross was where everything that came before 

then was fulfilled and ended, so that from the resurrection forward, everything 

would be based on a completely new creation with a full, not partial, relationship 

with God through our union with His Son. 

In one commentary on Hebrews, I found an explanation of this; 
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“The Hebrew Letter brings us to the crisis of our own time. It brings us not 

only to the great general movement from one regime to another, but also to 

the specific application of that movement to our own time.  The important 

thing is not just to know of a change of times, of regime, of Divine economy, 

but it is to have understanding of what the change is. I think we shall see 

that it is of immense consequence not only to know that there are different 

dispensations in the Divine sovereignty, but it is vitally important for the 

Lord’s people to know the nature of the times in which they live. I would 

venture to suggest to you, as far as God is concerned, that perhaps the most 

important thing, just now, is for the people of God to know the nature of the 

time in which they live, seeing that there is such a tremendous amount of 

confusion, and complications are immense and far-reaching just now in 

Christianity. Many people do not know where they are. Many do not know 

what is right, and what is not right; what is the truth, and what is not the 

truth.  And, I repeat, the supremely important thing is to have knowledge, to 

know what we as Christians ought to do now because of the peculiar and 

particular nature of what God is doing now.” 

Fortunately, Hebrews goes into great detail explaining not only what governed the 

past dispensation, but the how and why of the present dispensation.  Probably the 

most graphic illustration of this transition is seen in Heb. 12:18-24; 

For you have not come to the mountain that may be touched and that 

burned with fire, and to blackness and darkness and tempest, and the sound 

of a trumpet and the voice of words, so that those who heard it begged that 

the word should not be spoken to them anymore. (For they could not 

endure what was commanded: “And if so much as a beast touches the 

mountain, it shall be stoned or shot with an arrow.” And so terrifying was 

the sight that Moses said, “I am exceedingly afraid and trembling.”) But you 

have come to Mount Zion and to the city of the living God, the heavenly 

Jerusalem, to an innumerable company of angels, to the general assembly 

and church of the firstborn who are registered in heaven, to God the Judge 

of all, to the spirits of just men made perfect, to Jesus the Mediator of the 

new covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling that speaks better things than 

that of Abel. 

We’ll detail that when we get there.  But we just need to realize that just as this 

first-century group of Christians were deceived into believing they were on the 
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right track, this has become the single greatest problem in the Church in our 

generation as well.   

And to show how important it is for us to understand what all this means, listen to 

the importance the Lord gives to this; 

(Heb. 12:25-29) See that you do not refuse Him who speaks. For if they did 

not escape who refused Him who spoke on earth, much more shall we not 

escape if we turn away from Him who speaks from heaven, whose voice 

then shook the earth; but now He has promised, saying, “Yet once more I 

shake not only the earth, but also heaven.” Now this, “Yet once more,” 

indicates the removal of those things that are being shaken, as of things that 

are made, that the things which cannot be shaken may remain. Therefore, 

since we are receiving a kingdom which cannot be shaken, let us have grace, 

by which we may serve God acceptably with reverence and godly fear. For 

our God is a consuming fire.” 

“Serving God acceptably” so we can survive the end-time “shaking of both earth 

and heaven” depends on how well we understand, and are living in the reality of, 

Mount Zion rather than being deceived and satisfied with the 21st. century 

implications of Mount Sinai.   

Put simply; Mount Zion represents the heavenly, spiritual reality of true 

Christianity – Mount Sinai is any form of Christianity that moves the Church from 

heaven to earth and from that which is a full revelation of God in Christ to a 

scattered, partial, bits and pieces revelation which locks its members in perpetual 

spiritual infancy.  

This has always been Satan’s primary work of deception with God’s people.  As 

dangerous as moral temptation and failure is, the removal of genuine spiritual life 

from God’s children is much more predominate, especially now in the Laodicean 

generation when, as we saw in our study of that letter, there was no moral fault 

attributed to the Laodiceans, only a lack of spiritual life – and they were the most 

severely rebuked of all the seven churches addressed.   

One of Spark’s best books was called “The School of Christ”.  There is a section in 

that book that comes at this distinction between the Old and the New (legalism vs. 

spiritual life) from a unique angle.  Here’s what he wrote, 

The School of Christ; that is, the School where Christ is the great Lesson and 

the Spirit the great Teacher; in the School where the teaching is not 
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objective, but subjective; where the teaching is not of outward things, but 

an inward making of Christ a part of us by experience – that is the nature of 

this School. What is the meaning of the anointing of the Holy Spirit? It is 

nothing less and nothing other than the Holy Spirit taking His place as 

absolute Lord. Not the lordship of a Christian religion, the lordship of a 

divine Person.  That means that all other lordships have been deposed and 

set aside; the lordship of our own lives; the lordship of our own minds, our 

own wills, our own desires; the lordship of others. The lordship of every 

interest and every influence is regarded as having given place to the 

undivided and unreserved lordship of the Holy Spirit, and the anointing can 

never be known or enjoyed, unless that has taken place.... Do you ask for the 

anointing of the Holy Spirit? Why do you ask for the anointing of the Holy 

Spirit? Is the anointing something that you crave? To what end? That you 

may be used, may have power, may have influence, may be able to do a lot 

of wonderful things? The first and preeminent thing the anointing means is 

that we can do nothing but what the anointing teaches and leads to do. The 

anointing takes everything out of our hands. The anointing takes charge of 

the reputation. The anointing takes charge of the very purpose of God. The 

anointing takes complete control of everything and all is from that moment 

in the hands of the Holy Spirit, and we must remember that if we are going 

to learn Christ, that learning Christ is by the Holy Spirit's dealing with us, and 

that means that we have to go exactly the same way as Christ went in 

principle; "The Son can do nothing out from Himself." You see, there is the 

negative side of the anointing; while the positive side can be summed up in 

one word – the Father only. Perhaps that is a little different idea of the 

anointing from what we have had, "Oh, to be anointed of the Holy Spirit! 

What wonders will follow; how wonderful that life will be!" The first and the 

abiding thing about the anointing is that we are fully under the Lordship of 

the Spirit of God, so that there can be nothing if He does not do it.” 

All you have to do is read through the giving of the Law by Moses, or Israel’s 

recommitment to that Law in Deuteronomy, to see that the Old Wineskin is filled 

with “do’s and don’ts”.  It’s an external religion.  But that which is new is based on 

an inward life not an outward, structured religion.   

All the necessary “do’s” and “don’ts” of the Christian life develop organically as we 

grow and Christ is formed in us – the outward becomes an expression of our 

inward life and new creation nature, not simply an outward obedience to set of 
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laws, traditions and principles placed on our shoulders by the imitation spirituality 

of a superficial, self-directed Christianity. 

Watchman Nee’s brief comments on this are also helpful; 

“And gave him [Christ] to be head over all things to the church (Ephesians 

1:22). 

Have you ever said to the Lord: “O Lord, You are my head. I have no right to 

decide anything, nor have I authority to make any choice of my own. May 

You deliver me from trying to be head.”? To be subdued by the Lord and 

then to capitulate to Him should be a basic experience of every Christian. 

Oh, how we all must come to the place where we can honestly say: “O Lord, 

I am finished. Henceforth, it is You who directs me, because You are the 

Lord.” 

This is the desire of our new nature – the deepest part of who we are desires more 

than anything to set self aside and have Christ be our Master and our Life.  And 

that desire has to be brought to a place of mature expression where literally every 

decision we make begins with a prayer for guidance.  That prayer pushes self to 

the side and puts the Lord in His rightful place. 

I know that seems obvious, but deception can be powerful.  A person can pray for 

guidance, move according the self-life and be convinced that what they just did 

was in full cooperation with the leading of the Spirit. 

That’s where Heb. 4 comes in (which we’ll look at later) which helps us to know 

how we can distinguish between true spiritual life and guidance, and often very 

convincing religious flesh. 

We should never become so filled with religious pride that we look down on the 

audience of Hebrews or the letter to Sardis and wonder how they could be so 

blind.  If we’ve been believers for any length of time, we’ve all passed through 

phases in our Christian journey that we can look back on and see clearly that what 

we thought was solid obedience to the leading of the Spirit was actually just our 

commitment to a ‘form of godliness’ in a church we were, at that time, fully 

convinced was an awesome work of God in this world. 

The advantage of having those experiences is that they tend to make us 

increasingly cautious and mistrustful of our own discernment.  We get to where we 

instinctively mistrust ourselves and dare not move until we have spent some 

serious time with the Lord.  
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Failure is a powerful friend in the journey of a believer.   

Wilkerson wrote this next quote, and if you’ve ever seen yourself as a failure, you 

will be glad you heard what he wrote; 

One of the most encouraging scriptures in the Bible is “But we have this 

treasure in earthen vessels, that the excellence of the power may be of God, 

and not of us” (2 Corinthians 4:7, NKJV). Paul goes on to describe those 

earthen vessels that are dying men, troubled on every side, perplexed, 

persecuted, cast down. Even though never forsaken or in despair, those men 

being used by God are constantly under the burden of their bodies, waiting 

anxiously to be clothed with new ones. 

God puts his priceless treasure in these earthen vessels of ours because he 

delights in doing the impossible with nothing. 

I saw a former Mau Mau gang leader, kneel and receive Christ as Lord. It was 

not just an emotional surface experience; he really meant it, but he went 

back to the gang and ended up in prison, an accessory to murder. Did God 

quit on him? Not for one moment. Today he is a minister of the gospel, 

having accepted the love and forgiveness of a longsuffering Savior. 

Have you failed? Is there a sin that so easily besets you? Do you feel like a 

weakened coward? With that weakness in you, is there also a hunger for 

God? That hunger and thirst is the key to your victory. That makes you 

different from all the others who have been guilty of failing God. That sets 

you apart. You must keep that hunger alive.  

The last part of vs. 2 tells us that the triune God chose to work through the second 

member of the trinity in creation; “(God) has in these last days spoken to us by His 

Son . . . through whom also He made (lit. created and mapped out) the ages.” 

The word “through” (dia in the Greek) is “a marker whereby something is 

accomplished or effected. In other words, the Son as Heir is the Intermediate 

Agent accomplishing the work of creation.” 

This is expanded in John 1:1,3 to include all of creation; “In the beginning was the 

Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God" and that "all things 

came into being by (dia = through) Him ("the Word"), and apart from Him nothing 

came into being that has come into being.” 
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And also, in Col. 1:15-16; “He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over 

all creation. For by Him all things were created that are in heaven and that are on 

earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or principalities or 

powers. All things were created through Him and for Him.” 

The implications of this are amazing.   

Everything from the smallest cellular organism to the vast, unexplored reaches of 

our still-expanding universe is an outward, visible expression of the personality, 

creativity and power of the same individual that lived among us for 33 years. 

The fullness of Who He was for those years was hidden in an earthen vessel.  You 

could probably see eternity in His eyes, but only if you were paying attention. 

Now, however, when we see Him at the rapture, we’ll see Him in the fullness of His 

glory – nothing concealed – the vision John saw in Revelation chapter 1. 

This author explains it better than me; 

“There has been a great deal done in recent days to bring the greater 

magnitudes of the universe within the intelligence of the ordinary man and 

woman. Literally hundreds of thousands of books been sold, in which the 

vaster and profounder matters of scientific inquiry and study have been 

resolved into something like a popular treatise. This means that not a few 

people are interested in the explanation of the universe, of creation, man, 

history, and the course of this earth in particular. It may seem egotistical - 

especially when having read these works we still find ourselves left more or 

less in the air by their writers, who fail to bring us to any definite and settled 

conclusion - but we believe that we have the positive and final answer to the 

inquiry. For us there is but one definite and conclusive explanation of the 

universe, and that explanation is a person - the Lord Jesus Christ, and all that 

is eternally related to Him. However much else we read and study we shall 

never get the explanation of the universe in whole or in part until we come 

to see the place of the Lord Jesus in the eternal appointment of God. The 

simple but all-embracing words, "Christ is all and in all" sum up the whole 

matter from eternity through all stages of time unto eternity. "Christ is all, 

and in all" is the Explanation of the Creation Itself. 

Christ is the explanation of the whole creation. Why were all things created? 

Why did God through Him bring the universe into being? Why does this 

great universal system exist and continue? What is the explanation of the 
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world? The answer is that Christ may be all, and in all. The intention in the 

heart of God in bringing this universe into existence was that, ultimately, the 

whole creation should display the glory and supremacy of His Son.” 

And in all of this creation, only the Body of Christ is said to be the full expression in 

visible form of the moral and spiritual glory of God’s Son; 

(Eph. 3:19-21) “. . . that you may be filled with all the fullness of God.  Now 

to Him who is able to do exceedingly abundantly above all that we ask or 

think, according to the power that works in us, to Him be glory in the church 

by Christ Jesus to all generations, forever and ever.” 

As we’ve seen in past studies, we move from glory to glory in our transformation 

to Christlikeness as we grow.  But we have to be gazing upon Jesus as He is, or we 

will be conformed to the image of a lesser Christ. 

As Nee put it; “What you and I need is a greater apprehension and 

appreciation of how great Christ is.  Unless that is so, our faith is not going to 

survive our trials.”   

This is why it’s so important to study God’s Word with the desire to know Christ in 

fullness; not only for His glory, but that we might become what the Lord has always 

intended us to be, so that others can see Him, as he really is, in us. 

This has always been God’s eternal purpose for His people – that we would provide 

an accurate and complete visible manifestation of Christ to both men and angels. 

(2 Cor. 4:11) “For we the living are always being delivered to death for Jesus’ 

sake, so that the life of Jesus may be manifested in our mortal flesh.” 

(Rom. 8:29) “For whom He foreknew, He also predestined to be conformed 

to the image of His Son, that He might be the firstborn among many 

brethren.” 

When all the ages of humanity have run their course, the entire creation will be as 

perfect as God always intended it to be, and there will a vast, universal family 

made up of men and women fully conformed to Christ – providing an outward, 

visible manifestation of the nature of God’s Son to all creation. 

These realities are what the Hebrews either forgot or never entered into.  If they 

had, they wouldn’t have fallen back to something characterized by “bits and 

pieces”, “fragments” of the whole picture.  And this is what has happened in 
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contemporary Christianity – we have settled (like Sardis) for an incomplete, and to 

that extent, a distorted image of Christ. 

So, when the final shaking of Heb. 12 happens (which is in process now), all that is 

not of Christ will be removed so that only that which has its source in Him will 

remain. 

(Heb. 12:26-27) “Yet once more I will shake not only the earth, but also 

heaven.” Now this, “Yet once more,” indicates the removal of those things 

that are being shaken, as of things that are made (by men), that the things 

which cannot be shaken may remain. 

In many parts of the world, this shaking is environmental – where the church is 

under persecution.  In the West it will likely go there, but for now it’s inward – a 

shaking of our souls to first expose to us, and then to remove from us, all that is 

not Christ. 

But we’ll look more at that when we get to chapter 12. 

Now, Heb. 1:3; “Who being the brightness (lit. ‘radiance’ or ‘outshining’) of 

His glory and the express image of His person, and upholding all things by 

the word of His power, when He had by Himself purged our sins, sat down at 

the right hand of the Majesty on high.” 

Just as we will ultimately be a corporate expression of the glory of Christ, Jesus was 

the glory and express (exact) image of the Father.   

For us, it will take the accumulated, partial glory of billions of individual Christians 

over the Church Age coming together in the end, each with a different measure of 

that glory, of the image of Christ formed in them during their lives here, to reach 

the glory needed to perfectly express Christ.  Paul calls this final, completed 

corporate image of Christ in the Church “the measure of the stature of the fullness 

of Christ”; 

(Eph. 4:13) “. . . Till we all come to the unity of the faith and of the 

knowledge of the Son of God, to a perfect man, to the measure of the 

stature of the fullness of Christ.” 

Once that goal is reached, the rapture will occur and this Age will end. 

The “purging of our sins” was needed to take fallen man and move him out of the 

kingdom of darkness into the kingdom of light, so that God’s purpose for us might 

be realized.  The barrier between us and God had to be removed before He could 
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work in us to realize His purpose of having a new species of humanity conformed 

to the image of His Son. 

At the cross, the barrier was removed and to the degree that we walk with the 

Lord, to that degree His purpose in us moves forward.  Since we are all different, 

the distance each of us will go in our lives in conformity to Christ will also be 

different for each of us. 

I love the word ‘radiance’ some translations use to express this.  Here’s a lexicon 

definition of this; 

“To emit light or splendor, off-flashing, the brightness beamed forth which 

describes the effulgence, thus radiant splendor or brilliance emanating from 

an original source. Since it is not preceded by the definite article, it makes 

the term descriptive of character or nature.” 

So, even though actual light may be involved in the eternal state, the radiance seen 

in Jesus of Nazareth was the out-shining of the character or nature of His Father. 

And that’s to be true of us – we may be light-beings in heaven, but while here (and 

there), it’s the character or nature of Christ that is to radiate from us providing an 

expressed image of Jesus to be seen by those around us. 

Spurgeon simply said that “whatever God is, Christ is . . . as light is to the 

sun, so is Jesus to the glory of God”.  And we could add – ‘as light is to the 

sun, so will we be to the glory of Christ.’ 

I came across something that was extremely helpful to me because it brought out 

the practical implications of all we’ve been looking at.  It was written by C.J. 

Vaughan and he lists six things we need to know about Jesus in this context (and 

we’ll close with this); 

(i) The original glory of God belongs to him. Here is a wonderful thought. 

Jesus is God's glory; therefore, we see with amazing clarity that the glory of 

God consists not in crushing men and reducing them to abject servitude, but 

in serving them and loving them and in the end dying for them. It is not the 

glory of shattering power, but the glory of suffering love. 

(ii) The destined empire belongs to Jesus. The New Testament writers never 

doubted his ultimate triumph. Think of it. They were thinking of a Galilean 

carpenter who was crucified as a criminal on a cross on a hill outside the city 

of Jerusalem. They themselves faced savage persecution and were the 
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humblest of people. As Sir William Watson said of them, "So to the wild wolf 

Hate were sacrificed the panting, huddled flock, whose crime was Christ." 

And yet they never doubted the eventual victory. They were quite certain 

that God's love was backed by his power and that in the end the kingdoms 

of the world would be the kingdoms of the Lord and of his Christ. 

(iii) The creative action belongs to Jesus. The early Church held that the Son 

had been God's agent in creation, that in some way God had originally 

created the world through him. They were filled with the thought that the 

One who had created the world would also be the One who redeemed it. 

(iv) The sustaining power belongs to Jesus. These early Christians had a 

tremendous grip of the doctrine of providence. They did not think of God as 

creating the world and then leaving it to itself. Somehow and somewhere, 

they saw a power that was carrying the world on to a destined end.  

(v) To Jesus belongs the redemptive work. By his sacrifice he paid the price 

of sin; by his continual presence he liberates from sin. 

(vi) To Jesus belongs the mediatorial exaltation. He has taken his place on 

the right hand of glory; but the tremendous thought of the writer to the 

Hebrews is that he is there, not as our judge, but as one who makes 

intercession for us so that, when we enter into the presence of God, we go, 

not to hear his justice, but to contemplate His sacrifice. 

 


